[Reproducibility of bladder diary in patients with multiple sclerosis].
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a neurological condition characterized by variable levels of symptoms. This variability could also affect bladder dysfunction and impact on the reproducibility or stability of bladder diary (BD). The aim of the study is to investigate the reproducibility and reliability of BD in MS, and then determine its linked factors. The MS patient provided a 21 days BD and they documented the time of every void. The main criterion was assessed by voiding frequency, represented by the coefficient of variation (CV=average/standard deviation), expressed as a percentage. Two groups were described: stable BD group (CV≤15 %) and instable BD group (CV>15 %). Secondary criteria were completion of BD (complete or not) and the difference of voiding frequency variation between weekend and week. Thirty-one patients were included (mean age 51.06 years, SD 11.33) with 65 % of women. Mean CV is 23 % (SD 0.11). The mean completion of BD was 19.35 days (SD 3.99). 8 patients had a CV≤15 %. Stable group was older than instable group (P=0.03). There was no other difference between the 2 groups. There is a strong correlation between mean voiding frequency weekend and week (ρ=0.94, P<0.05). The longer duration of BD, the less reliability is notified. BD is not a stable reproducible in MS population. Both lack of compliance or variability of LUTS in MS may explain the unreliability of BD. However, BD utility should be discussed in this population. 4.